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Abstract
The focus of this paper is to derive the symbol error probability (SEP) of a Rake receiver with
a limited number of ﬁngers that track the strongest multipath components in a frequency-selective
Rayleigh fading channel. We develop an analytical framework that allows the computation of the SEP
for nonuniform power delay proﬁles (PDPs) and spreading bandwidth. By transforming the physical Rake
receiver with correlated ordered paths into the domain of a “virtual Rake” receiver with conditionally
independent virtual paths, analytical expressions for the SEP are derived in terms of the spreading
bandwidth, the channel proﬁle, and the number of combined paths. We show how our analytical
results can be used to predict the performance of various Rake architectures in environments with
nonuniform PDPs using for example, the channel models deﬁned for the next generation wireless
standards. Furthermore, we validate our methodology by comparison to data obtained from channel
measurements, showing good agreement with our analytically derived results.
I. INTRODUCTION
A key beneﬁt of wide bandwidth systems is that the large transmission bandwidth allows
resolution of the multipath components with different delays encountered in the wireless channel
[1], [2]. The resolved multipaths can then be combined using Rake receivers to exploit the
multipath (delay) diversity [3], [4].
There has been a signiﬁcant deployment of spread spectrum (SS) multiple access techniques
in wireless communication systems in recent years, and they are widely used for third generation
wireless access [5]–[10]. In principle, the Rake receiver in these wide bandwidth systems can
resolve and combine all multipath components with delay spacing greater than the chip time Tc
(approximately equal to the inverse of the spreading bandwidth). For a dense multipath channel
with a ﬁxed maximum excess delay Td, the number of resolvable multipath components Nr
increases with the spreading bandwidth. However, hardware implementations impose limitations
on the utilization of the number of multipath components; i.e., practical Rake receivers can often
process only a subset of the available multipath components [11]. This leads to the structure
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of the selective Rake (SRake) receiver [12]–[16]. The SRake receiver is a multipath combining
system that selects the L best paths (a subset of the available resolved multipath components)
and then combines the selected subset using maximal-ratio combining (MRC) [3]. This technique
provides improved performance over L-path combining while reducing the complexity over the
all-Rake (ARake) receiver that combines all the Nr resolved multipath components.
The symbol error probability (SEP) of such Rake receivers in the aforementioned setting
is thus of great practical as well as theoretical interest. In particular, next generation wireless
standards deﬁne channel models with various power delay proﬁles (PDPs) [17], [18].1 Hence
in this paper, we consider the SEP performance of the SRake receiver operating in channels
with various PDPs. We consider PDPs with nonuniform magnitude, unequal delay spacing and
arbitrary phase. In a previous paper [16], we presented an approach suitable for a uniform PDP.
This case was analyzed using a “virtual path” technique, which results in a simple SEP expression
for any L and Nr. The key idea of the virtual path technique as applied to the constant PDP case
is to transform the dependent ordered multipath components into a new set of virtual paths that
are independent. We assumed that instantaneous estimation of all possible multipaths is feasible
such as with slow fading.
For a nonuniform PDP, we show here that the virtual path technique can also be applied,
but the virtual paths are now conditionally independent. This results in an analytically tractable
derivation of the SEP for a given spreading bandwidth and any number of combined paths in
the SRake receiver operating in dense multipath channels with a nonuniform PDP.2 The SEP is
obtained as a linear combination of single integrals with ﬁnite limits.
An important tradeoff in receiver design is to quantify the number of ﬁngers that should
1The PDP is a characterization of the dispersion of a mulitpath channel in the delay domain. The dispersion of a channel is
caused by the scattering encountered in the operational environment and is a dual of the frequency selectivity of the channel.
2We ﬁrst outlined this idea in [19]. An alternative computational method can be found in [20], which uses the so-called
“spacing” method and does not utilize the chain rule of conditional expectation that is central to our derivation.
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be active in Rake receivers at any one time. We show how the spreading bandwidth, channel
proﬁle and the number of combined paths all affect the SEP. As an example of using our
derivations with realistic PDP’s, we consider the channel model developed by the International
Telecommunications Union, known as the ITU-R channel model standard [17]. Finally, we also
apply our evaluation method to measurement results. Speciﬁcally, the results of a measurement
campaign in an urban environment in Germany is evaluated and compared to our method,
showing good agreement with our analytical results.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II introduces the SRake receiver, and derives the SEP
using the “virtual path” technique. We also show how the general expressions can be simpliﬁed
for the single-path (SP) receiver and ARake receiver. Next, we demonstrate the effect of spreading
bandwidth, shape of the PDP, and the number of Rake ﬁngers in Sec. III using ITU-R PDPs for
numerical examples. We also compare the results of the measurement campaign to theoretical
results in Sec. III. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
II. SRAKE RECEIVER PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. The SRake Receiver
The matched ﬁlter version of the SRake receiver involves a matched front-end processor
(MFEP) followed by a tapped-delay line and a selection combiner. Let γi denote the instantaneous
SNR of the MFEP output samples. The instantaneous output SNR of the SRake combiner is
γSRake =
L  
i=1
γ[i] 1 ≤ L ≤ Nr , (1)
where γ[i] is the ordered γi, i.e., γ[1] >γ [2] > ... > γ [Nr], and Nr is the number of available
multipath components.
We consider a slowly varying wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) channel
with frequency selective fading. This channel is modeled as a two-dimensional complex Gaussian
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process with zero-mean and nonuniform PDP, which results in a p.d.f. of the instantaneous branch
SNR given by
fγi(x)=

 
 
1
Γie
− x
Γi, 0 <x<∞
0, otherwise.
(2)
where the mean Γi  E{γi} =
Ry(ti,ti)
Rn(ti,ti). The correlation functions Ry(t1,t 2) and Rn(t1,t 2) of the
MFEP outputs are due respectively to the signal and noise.
Consider a MFEP with equivalent lowpass (ELP) impulse response
fM(t)=

 
 
s∗(Ts − t), 0 <t<T s
0, otherwise,
(3)
where s(t) denotes the ELP transmitted signal having energy 2Es, and symbol duration Ts.F o r
a slowly varying WSSUS channel, the correlation function of the MFEP output is presented in
[16] as
Ry(t1,t 2)=

     
     
  +∞
−∞
Ph(0,τ)  R
∗
s(t1 − Ts − τ)
×   Rs(t2 − Ts − τ)dτ for |t2 − t1| < 2
Bs
0 otherwise.
(4)
where Ph(0;τ) is the PDP, also known as the multipath intensity proﬁle, and
  Rs(t − Ts − τ) 
  +∞
0
s(t − α − τ)fM(α)dα. (5)
In SS parlance,   Rs(τ) is the periodic time auto-correlation function of the baseband spread
signature sequence. Similarly, the correlation function of nM(t) is given by
Rn(t1,t 2)=
  +∞
0
  +∞
0
E{n
∗(t1 − α1)n(t2 − α2)}f
∗
M(α1)fM(α2)dα1dα2
=2 N0   Rs(t2 − t1). (6)
In deriving (6) we have used the property that E{n∗(t1 − α1)n(t2 − α2)} =2 N0δD(t2 − t1 +
α1 − α2), where δD(·) is the Dirac delta function. In this study, the instantaneous SNR of the
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MFEP output samples are assumed to be independent. The justiﬁcation of this assumption can
be found in [16].
Let SNr be the set of all permutations of integers {1,2,...,N r}, and let σ ∈S Nr denote
the particular mapping σ :( 1 ,2,...,N r) → (σ1,σ 2,...,σ Nr) which permutes the integers
{1,2,...,N r}. Note that the cardinality of SNr is equal to Nr! where Nr!=Nr(Nr − 1)···1.
Denoting γ[Nr]  (γ[1],γ [2],...,γ [Nr]), and letting (x[1],x [2],...,x [Nr]) be the associated integra-
tion variables, it can be shown that the joint p.d.f. of γ[1],γ [2],···,γ [Nr] is
fγ[Nr]
 
{x[i]}
Nr
i=1
 
(7)
=

   
   
 
σ∈SNr
Nr  
k=1
e
− 1
Γσk
x[k]
Γσk
,x [1] >x [2] > ···>x [Nr] > 0
0, otherwise.
It is important to note that the γ[i]’s are no longer independent, even though the underlying γi’s
are independent.
B. Error Probability Analysis in the Virtual Rake Framework
The SEP for an SRake receiver in a multipath fading environment can be obtained by averaging
the conditional SEP over the channel ensemble as3
Pe,SRake = EγSRake
 
Pr
 
e
 
  γSRake
  
, (8)
where Pr
 
e
 
  γSRake
 
is the conditional probability of error, conditioned on the random quantity
γSRake. Using the technique of [25]–[28], and by substituting the expression for γSRake directly
in terms of the physical branch variables given in (1), we can obtain the desired SEP. As an
example, the SEP for coherent detection of M-ary phase-shift keying (MPSK) is given (see, for
3Strictly speaking, we derive the matched-ﬁlter bound (MFB) [21]–[24]. This is an analytical tool that assumes the absence
of intersymbol interference. In spread-spectrum systems, this bound can be achieved or approximated with high spreading gain.
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example [16], [28], [29]) by
Pe,SRake =
1
π
  Θ
0
E{γ[i]}
 
e
−
δMPSK
sin2 θ
 L
i=1 γ[i]
 
dθ (9)
=
1
π
  Θ
0
  ∞
0
  x[1]
0
···
  x[Nr−1]
0
e
−
δMPSK
sin2 θ
 L
i=1 x[i] (10)
× fγ[Nr](
 
x[i]
 Nr
i=1) dx[Nr] ...dx [2]dx[1] dθ,
where δMPSK =s i n 2(π/M) and Θ=π(M − 1)/M.
Since the statistics of the ordered paths are no longer independent, the evaluation of (10)
involves Nr-fold nested integrals, which are in general cumbersome and complicated to evaluate.
This can be alleviated by transforming the instantaneous SNR’s of the ordered multipath compo-
nents into a new set of virtual path instantaneous SNR’s, Vi’s, using the following relationship:
γ[k] =
Nr  
n=k
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γm
 −1
1
n
Vn . (11)
Denoting V  (V1,V 2,...,V Nr), it can be shown that the joint p.d.f. of V1,V 2,...,V Nr is given
by
fV ({vn}
Nr
n=1)=
 
σ∈SNr
Pr{σ} f
V
 
 σ({vn}
Nr
n=1
 
  σ), (12)
where f
V
 
 σ({vn}
Nr
n=1
 
  σ) is the conditional p.d.f. of V , conditioned upon the quantity σ, and
Pr{σ} =
Nr  
k=1
1
Γσk
 
k  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
. (13)
By direct substitution, it can be veriﬁed that the instantaneous SNR’s of the virtual paths are
conditionally independent (conditioned upon the quantity σ) exponential random variables with
non-identical means. Speciﬁcally, the conditional p.d.f. f
V
 
 σ({vn}
Nr
n=1
 
  σ),i sg i v e nb y
f
V
 
 σ({vn}
Nr
n=1
 
  σ)=f
V1
 
 σ(v1
 
  σ)f
V2
 
 σ(v2
 
  σ)...f
VNr
 
 σ(vNr
 
  σ), (14)
where
f
Vn
 
 σ(vn
 
  σ)=

 
 
1
˜ Γne
− vn
˜ Γn, 0 <v n < ∞
0, otherwise,
(15)
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with ˜ Γn deﬁned by
˜ Γn 
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γm
  
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
. (16)
Note that ˜ Γn is a function of σ. The characteristic function (c.f.) of Vn conditioned on σ is given
by
ψ
Vn
 
 σ(jν)  E
 
e
+jνVn  
  σ
 
=
1
1 − jν˜ Γn
. (17)
The instantaneous SNR of the combiner output can now be expressed in terms of the instan-
taneous SNR’s of the virtual paths as
γSRake =
Nr  
n=1
bnVn , (18)
where the coefﬁcients bn’s are given by
bn˜ Γn =

    
    
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
,n ≤ L
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
L
n, otherwise.
(19)
In terms of virtual path variables
Pe,SRake =
1
π
  Θ
0
E{Vn}
 
e
−
δMPSK
sin2 θ
 Nr
n=1 bnVn
 
dθ. (20)
Using the chain rule of conditional expectations, (20) can be rewritten as:
Pe,SRake = Eσ
 
1
π
  Θ
0
E
Vn
 
 σ
 
e
−
δMPSK
sin2 θ
 Nr
n=1 bnVn
 
 
 
  σ
 
dθ
 
= Eσ
 
PSRake(e
 
  σ)
 
, (21)
where
PSRake(e
 
  σ) 
1
π
  Θ
0
E 
Vn
 
 σ
 
 
e
−
δMPSK
sin2 θ
 Nr
n=1 bnVn
 
 
 
  σ
 
dθ
=
1
π
  Θ
0
  ∞
0
  ∞
0
···
  ∞
0
e
−
cMPSK
2s i n 2 θ
 Nr
n=1 bnVn (22)
× f
V
 
 σ({vn}
Nr
n=1
 
  σ) dvn dθ.
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Exploiting the fact that the Vn’s are conditionally independent, (22) becomes:
PSRake(e
 
  σ)=
1
π
  Θ
0
Nr  
n=1
E 
Vn
 
 σ
 
 
e
−
δMPSKbn
sin2 θ Vn
 
 
 
  σ
 
dθ
=
1
π
  Θ
0
Nr  
n=1
ψ
Vn
 
 σ
 
−
δMPSKbn
sin2 θ
 
dθ, (23)
where ψ
Vn
 
 σ (·) is given by (17). The utility of the virtual path technique is apparent by observing
that the expectation operation in (9) no longer requires an Nr-fold nested integration.
Substituting (17) into (23) and together with (21), we arrive at the SEP for coherent detection
of MPSK using the SRake receiver as
Pe,SRake =
 
σ∈SNr
Pr{σ} PSRake(e
 
  σ), (24)
where the conditional SEP, conditioned on σ,i sg i v e nb y
PSRake(e
 
  σ)
=
1
π
  Θ
0
L  
n=1







sin2 θ
δMPSK
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







×
Nr  
n=L+1







sin2 θ
δMPSKL
 
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ. (25)
Using the virtual branch technique and a similar procedure as for MPSK, the SEP for coherent
detection of several two dimensional modulations can be derived. For example, the conditional
SEP for coherent detection M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM) with M =2 k for
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even k, can be derived using techniques similar to [29] as
PSRake(e
 
  σ)
= q
1
π
  π/2
0
L  
n=1







sin2 θ
δMQAM
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n
2 θ







×
N  
n=L+1







sin2 θ
δMQAML
 
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ
−
q2
4
1
π
  π/4
0
L  
n=1







sin
2 θ
δMQAM
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







×
N  
n=L+1







sin2 θ
δMQAML
 
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ, (26)
where q =4 ( 1− 1 √
M), and δMQAM = 3
2(M−1).
Thus the derivation of the SEP for the SRake receiver involving the Nr-fold nested integrals in
(10) essentially reduces to a single summation, each term requiring a single integral over θ with
ﬁnite limits. The integrand is an Nr-fold product of simple expressions involving trigonometric
functions. Note that the conditional independence of the virtual branch variables plays a key
role in simplifying the derivation.
C. Special Case 1: The Single-Path Receiver
The SP receiver, also known as the selection diversity receiver, is the simplest form of diversity
system whereby the received signal is selected from one of Nr diversity paths. The instantaneous
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output SNR of the SP receiver is
γSP  max
i
 
γ[i]
 
= γ[1] . (27)
This is a special case of the SRake receiver with L =1 . Substituting L =1into (25) and
(26), the conditional SEP PSP(e
 
  σ) for coherent detection of MPSK and MQAM using the SP
receiver becomes
PSP(e
 
  σ)
=
1
π
  Θ
0
Nr  
n=1







sin2 θ
δMPSK
 
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ, (28)
and
PSP(e
 
  σ)
= q
1
π
  π/2
0
Nr  
n=1







sin2 θ
δMQAM
 
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ
−
q2
4
1
π
  π/4
0
Nr  
n=1







sin2 θ
δMQAM
 
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ, (29)
respectively.
D. Special Case 2: The All-Rake Receiver
For the ARake receiver, the signals from all Rake paths are weighted and combined to
maximize the SNR at the combiner output. The instantaneous output SNR of the ARake receiver
is given by
γARake 
Nr  
i=1
γi =
Nr  
i=1
γ[i] . (30)
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Note again that the result for the ARake receiver can be obtained from the SRake results given
in (25) by setting L = Nr, since the ARake is a special case of SRake with L = Nr. Therefore,
the conditional SEP PARake(e
 
  σ) for coherent detection of MPSK and MQAM using the ARake
receiver becomes
PARake(e
 
  σ)
=
1
π
  Θ
0
Nr  
n=1







sin2 θ
δMPSK
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ. (31)
and
PARake(e
 
  σ)
= q
1
π
  π/2
0
Nr  
n=1







sin2 θ
δMQAM
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ
−
q2
4
1
π
  π/4
0
Nr  
n=1







sin2 θ
δMQAM
 
1
n
n  
m=1
1
Γσm
 −1
+s i n 2 θ







dθ, (32)
respectively.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results obtained from the theoretical framework developed
in Sec. II. The SEP is plotted as a function of the average SNR given as
 N
i=1 Γi. This allows
a comparison of Rake architectures with a different number of combined paths. Results based
on the standardized channel models as well as on channel measurements will be presented.
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A. Results based on channel models
The ITU-R [17] model was developed by the International Telecommunications Union. It
speciﬁes channel conditions for various operating environments encountered in third-generation
wireless systems. This model has been adopted for the evaluation of third-generation cellular
systems, such as 3GPP [9] and has also been used extensively for the simulation of other
systems. It models the delay dispersion of the wireless propagation channel as a tapped-delay
line, distinguishing between different radio environments. Table I gives the values of the tap
delays and the associated mean powers of three different radio environments deﬁned as Indoor-
B, Pedestrian-B, and Vehicular-B.
We ﬁrst analyze the performance of SRake receivers in a system with the bandwidth wide
enough so that all taps are fading independently, i.e., with the bandwidth larger than or equal
to 10 MHz for the proﬁles analyzed. Figure 1 gives the SEP for coherent detection of binary
phase-shift keying (BPSK) using an SRake with different numbers of combined Rake ﬁngers.
The environment used in the ﬁgure is the Indoor-B proﬁle, which has 6 independent fading
multipath components. We see that most of the diversity gain can be obtained by utilizing three
Rake ﬁngers (about 3 dB at an SEP of 10−3), while using three additional ﬁngers gives less than
1 dB of incremental diversity gain.
A similar plot for the Pedestrian-B channel proﬁle is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the
SEP in the Pedestrian-B environment is lower than in the Indoor-B environment. This is due
to the fact that the differences among the average tap powers for the Pedestrian-B proﬁle are
smaller than for the Indoor-B proﬁle, i.e., the Pedestrian-B proﬁle is “more uniform” than the
Indoor-B proﬁle. Consequently, this results in a larger effective diversity gain.
Figure 3 shows the results for the Vehicular-B channel proﬁle. The results are almost identical
to the Indoor-B environment, which at ﬁrst seems somewhat surprising in view of the different
PDPs. The Vehicular-B PDP exhibits several widely separated paths with different strengths,
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resulting in a root mean square (rms) delay spread of 4000 ns. On the other hand, the Indoor-B
PDP exhibits a monotonic exponential decay with an rms delay spread of 100 ns. However,
with negligible intersymbol interference and independent fading of the taps, only the relative tap
power and the number of taps determine the performance.
Next, we investigate the inﬂuence of the spreading bandwidth on the performance of the
SRake receiver. For this purpose, we consider the Indoor-B channel with various bandwidths.
The bandwidths we consider are 10 MHz (independent fading), 5 MHz (W-CDMA), and 1.25
MHz (IS-95). Following the 3GPP recommendations, the power of a channel tap whose delay
does not coincide with the center of a chip is distributed between the two chips it is closest to.
Normalization was done so that the average received energy among all components is independent
of the bandwidth.
Figure 4 shows the SEP as a function of the SNR for coherent detection of BPSK using an
SRake with 1, 2, 3, and 6 ﬁngers. We see that at low SNR’s, there is negligible inﬂuence of
the bandwidth on the SEP. At high SNR’s, the larger bandwidth provides a higher degree of
diversity, and thus gives considerably lower SEP. Intuitively, one would have expected that at
low SNR’s, a lower spreading bandwidth would result in a better performance since it allows
the Rake ﬁngers to capture more of the energy, but this effect is hardly noticeable in Fig. 4.
In order to further investigate the inﬂuence of the bandwidth on the SEP, we also consider a
uniform PDP, i.e. equal mean power among the multipath components. The results are displayed
in Fig. 5. Here, we observe that at SNR’s below about 10 dB, a smaller spreading bandwidth
results in better performance if the number of combined Rake ﬁngers is small. The different
behavior of exponential and rectangular PDP’s can be explained intuitively: for an exponential
decay, the ﬁrst multipath component has a dominant inﬂuence, especially if the decay constant is
large and the number of resolved multipath components is small (i.e. small spreading bandwidth).
Consequently, the diversity gain is limited: if the ﬁrst multipath component is in a deep fade,
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the instantaneous Rake combiner output SNR is certainly low. For a larger bandwidth, the mean
powers of the multipath components are more evenly distributed, so that fading of the ﬁrst
multipath component does not have such catastrophic consequences.
B. Results based on Channel Measurements
As a further check on our results, we present an example comparison with measured channel
impulse responses. The measurements were performed in a macrocellular environment in Darm-
stadt, Germany with a channel sounder described in [30]. Measurements were made along a long
route through the considered area. In order to make sure that only small-scale fading4 (rather
than shadowing) inﬂuences the fading statistics, we analyzed the “local regions of stationarity”
(LRS) over which the statistics of the fading would stay wide-sense stationary. Details of this
procedure can be found in [31]. We then chose one such LRS containing 273 measured channel
impulse responses as our ensemble. The impulse responses were ﬁltered with a raised-cosine ﬁlter
with a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz (corresponding to the chip-rate of the IS-95 CDMA standard)
and sampled at the same chip-rate. The resulting tap-delay line model formed the basis for our
comparisons between theory and measurement.
For the “theory” results, we averaged the received power in each tap to arrive at the ex-
perimental PDP and generated the SEP curves according to (24)-(25) with M =2 . For the
“measured” results, we identiﬁed for each measured impulse response the L strongest taps,
added their powers, and inserted that power into the equation for the SEP in an AWGN channel
[3] to obtain the conditional SEP (conditioned upon each of the measured impulse responses).
We then averaged these conditional SEP’s over our ensemble of 273 measured channel impulse
responses to obtain the SEP in our measured channel.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the SEP’s computed by the two different methods. We see
4Small-scale fading is deﬁned as fading caused by the constructive and destructive interference of several multipath components.
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that at very high SNRs, the “measured” SEP is slightly lower than the theoretically computed
one. This can be explained by the fact that the fading statistics of the received samples is not
exactly Rayleigh, but that both very high and very low values of received power occur less
frequently than in a true Rayleigh distribution as shown in Fig. 7. This leads on average to a
lower SEP.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We derived the symbol error probability (SEP) of the SRake receiver in a frequency selective
multipath fading environment with a nonuniform PDP. We analyzed this system using a “virtual
path” technique, which resulted in a simple derivation and formulas for any L and Nr. The key
idea was to transform the dependent ordered paths into a new set of conditionally independent
virtual paths, and express the SRake output SNR as a linear combination of the conditionally
independent virtual paths. Comparisons with simulations based on synthetic channel models, as
well as measurements, conﬁrmed our computations. We found that the shape of the PDP has a
large inﬂuence on the possible diversity gain. For a ﬁxed number of Rake ﬁngers, increasing the
spreading bandwidth is advantageous at large SNR but detrimental at low SNR. The transition
between those two cases occurs at a higher SNR for uniform PDPs and at a lower SNR for
exponential PDPs.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR INDOOR-B, PEDESTRIAN-B, AND VEHICULAR-B RADIO ENVIRONMENTS
Tap No.  Delay [µs]  Power [dB]  Fractional Power 
INDOOR B 
1 0  -2.4  0.578 
2 0.1  -6.0  0.253 
3 0.2  -9.6  0.110 
4 0.3  -13.2  0.048 
5 0.5  -20.4  0.009 
6 0.7  -27.6  0.002 
PEDESTRIAN B 
1 0  -3.9  0.406 
2 0.2  -4.8  0.330 
3 0.8  -8.8  0.131 
4 1.2  -11.9  0.064 
5 2.3  -11.7  0.067 
6 3.7  -27.8  0.002 
VEHICULAR B 
1 0  -4.9  0.323 
2 0.3  -2.4  0.574 
3 8.9  -15.2  0.030 
4 12.9  -12.4  0.057 
5 17.1  -27.6  0.002 
6 20.2  -18.4  0.014 
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Fig. 1. Symbol error probability as a function of the average SNR using an SRake receiver with L ﬁngers in a Indoor-B
environment.
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Fig. 2. Symbol error probability as a function of the average SNR using an SRake receiver with L ﬁngers in a Pedestrian-B
environment.
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Fig. 3. Symbol error probability as a function of the average SNR using an SRake receiver with L ﬁngers in a Vehicular-B
environment.
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Fig. 4. Symbol error probability using an SRake receiver with L ﬁngers in a channel having Indoor-B power delay proﬁle. The
bandwidth is 1:25 MHz (dashed lines), 5 MHz (solid lines), or 10 MHz (dotted lines). The total number of resolved multipath
components is 2, 5, or 6 respectively.
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Fig. 5. Symbol error probability using an SRake receiver with L ﬁngers in a channel having uniform power delay proﬁle. The
multipath components are spaced regularly at i £ 100 ns, with i = 0;:::5. The system bandwidth is 10 MHz (solid lines) and
5 MHz (dashed lines). No power splitting was employed for non-centered taps.
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Fig. 6. Symbol error probability for the considered LRS: theory (solid) and measured (dotted) for L = 1;2, and 6 ﬁngers. The
theory results use average powers of the multipath components in Eq. (25) to compute the SEP. The measured results compute
the instantaneously best multipath components and use their power in Eq. (8).
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Fig. 7. Probability density function of the ﬁeld strength as measured in the considered LRS (dotted) and for a Rayleigh fading
channel (solid).
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